ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to give certain new conditions under which it is possible to show that a group in which the equation xp = a has at most one solution for every a, can be embedded in another group in which the equation xp = a has exactly one solution for every a.
Introduction.
In his fundamental paper [2], Baumslag studies three classes of groups associated with any set u> of prime numbers:
(1) G is a [/"-group if when p G w, x, y G G and xp = yp, then x = y; (2) G is an ¿'"-group if when p G u>, y G G, then there exists x G G such that xp = y; (3) G is a ¿"-group if it is both a [/"-group and an ¿"-group. An obvious necessary condition for a group G to be embedded in a ¿"-group is that G be a [/"-group. Although every group can be embedded in an ¿"-group [4] , it does not suffice that G be a [/"-group for it to be embeddable in a ¿"-group (see Neumann's counterexample in [1] ).
For locally nilpotent groups, the above condition is known to be sufficient; this follows, for example, from the fact that the kernel of the 7r-localization map of G is then Tir(G), the 7r'-torsion subgroup of G where it1 is the set of primes not belonging to n (see [3] ).
For groups that are not locally nilpotent, the localization is still not known in a sufficiently explicit manner to give much information on the above embedding problem (see, however, [6] ). In that case, the only known set of sufficient conditions for a [/"-group G to be embeddable in a ¿"-group seems to be Baumslag's conditions [2] namely:
(a) If p G tj and if g G G has no pth root, then the centralizer C(g, G) of g in G is isomorphic to a subgroup of T" = {m/n; m, n G Z and the only prime factors of n are in w}.
(b) If p G u and if g G G has no pth root, then C(g, G) = C(gm, G) for all m G Z (m/O).
(c) If p G w, if g G G has no pth root, and if h 1gmh = gn for some h € G and some integers m and n, then m = n. However, in the proof of his result, Baumslag uses, among several other things, his Lemma 28.7 in the proof of which there appears to be a mistake. Specifically, on page 265, line 5, Baumslag claims: "Consequently ¿i G G and tnß G P". One should observe by looking at his proof that this can only be true if, within the proof, m and n are both positive or both negative. Fortunately, as we shall point out later, one can overcome the difficulty by imposing the following additional requirement that:
(d) G has no element of order 2. This extra condition imposes an additional constraint only when 2 does not belong to u since otherwise a [/"-group does not have elements of order 2. In this paper, we shall prove that any ¿"-group G can be embedded in a ¿"-group provided it satisfies:
(Hi) If p G u) and if g G G has no pth root, then C(g, G) is malnormal in G; that is, if x £ C{g, G), then xC{g, G)x~1 n C{g, G) = {1}.
(H2) G has no element of order 2. These conditions are closely related to (a), (b), (c) and (d) since, on one hand, (H2) and (d) are the same, and, on the other hand, (a), (b) and (c) imply (Hi) (Lemma 1) whereas (Hi) implies (b) and (c) (Lemma 2). Furthermore, any abelian group which is ¿" and has no element of order 2 automatically satisfies (Hi) and (H2) although it does not satisfy (a) unless it is a subgroup of Q; the same thing is true for free products of such groups. Our situation is thus more general than Baumslag's, but most steps of his proof can be used in our setting provided they are suitably interpreted.
We shall, therefore, choose our notation so that we can refer to his proof as much as possible and focus on the differences, in particular the replacement of his Lemma 28.7 by our Proposition 2.
Preliminaries.
LEMMA l. Let G be a U^-group satisfying (a), (b) and (c). Then G satisfies (Hi).
PROOF. Let g G G be an element not having all its pth roots for p G w. By (a), one sees that every h G C(g,G) satisfies hm = gn for some m, n G Z. Notice that if we would have allowed h -1, then we would have had gn = 1 which is here impossible since, in a [/"-group, no prime factor of n can be in w, but then g clearly has all its pth roots for p G w. Let us assume that x G' C(g,G); if there exists a G xC{g,G)x~1 nC{g,G) with a^l, then am' = gni and a™2 -xgn2x~l for some mi, ni, 7712,712 G Z. It follows that j"""! = a™1™2 = xgn2mix~\
and, using (c), we have n\m<2, = n^mi; hence, x G G(g"'m2,G), which is also C(g,G) by (b), but this is impossible since we have assumed that x & C{g,G). D LEMMA 2. Let G be a U^-group satisfying (Hi). Then G satisfies (b) and (c).
PROOF. Let g G G be an element not having all its pth roots for p G u>.
One has always C{g,G) < C{gm,G). On the other hand, if a G C{gm,G), then a~1gma = gm means that both gm and a~1gma belong to C(g,G), and since G satisfies (Hi), then a G C{g,G) and (b) is satisfied. If now h~1gmh = gn for some h G G, then by (Hi) we have h G C(g,G). It follows that h~1gmh = gm. Since in a ¿""-group, an element g not having all its pth roots must be of infinite order, it follows that m = n, and (c) is satisfied. D A trivial but interesting property of ¿"-groups will play an essential role in our construction.
Let G be a ¿"-group and let g G G be any element of infinite order. We denote by /?"((?, G) the set of all gmln, where m, n G Z and the only prime factors of n are in w. Notice that if g = hn with n £ u>, then h G' i?"(<7, G). We also note that gmln, when it exists, can designate only one element of G since G is ¿". Then Ru(g,G) is a central subgroup of C(g,G) which is isomorphic to a subgroup of r".
(This is essentially trivial since it suffices to show that jmi/nijm2/n2 = g{mln2+m2nl)/nln2 but this f0Nows at once from tne fact that, in a ¿"-group, an element g and all its pth roots (p G u¡) must commute with the same elements).
It is thus possible to form the central product Pu(g,G) of C(g,G) and T" over Rw(g,G) where we agree to consider Ru](g,G) as a subgroup of T" through the homomorphism ¿2 that sends g to 1; then PUJ(g,G) is the quotient of the cartesian product C(g,G) xT" by the normal subgroup D = {(ii(x),i2(x~i))\x G Ru(g, G)}. One remarks that C(g,G), T", and Ru)(g,G) can all be seen as subgroups of ¿w(ffiG), that g has all its pth roots in P0J(g,G) for p G w and that T" is central in ¿"(9, G).
From now on we shall consider that G, g, and to are fixed and we shall write, whenever no confusion arises, Z for C(g,G), R for Ru(g,G), P for Pu(g,G), and r for r". LEMMA 3. Let H and K be arbitrary Uu-groups. Suppose that the abelian group A can be seen as a central subgroup of both H and K and suppose furthermore that A is ui-isolated in one of them, say H. Then the central product of H and K over A is also a U^-group. In particular, with the above notation, P is a ¿"-group.
PROOF. Suppose that {hi,ki)p -(h2,k2)p where hi,h2 G H, ki,k2 G K, and p G ai. Then (hp,kp) = (h2,k2) and it follows that h2php G A which is central in H and then hp and h\ commute. The elements h\ and hi also commute since they both belong to the ¿"-group G. The same argument applies to k\ and k2 which thus also commute. One has (h^hiY -h2php = kpk^p = (A^íc^1)^ The problem would be that h2~1hi and k2k±l could belong to different groups but our assumption that A is isolated in H makes it clear that they both belong to K and are thus equal since K is ¿". It then follows that (hi, ki) = (h2, k2) and the proof is completed. D The last step in our construction consists in forming the generalised free product F of G and P (with Z amalgamated), that is, G *z P.
We shall show that if G is a ¿"-group satisfying (Hi) and (H2), then F is again a ¿"-group satisfying (Hi) and (H2)-The difference will be that g will have all its pth roots in F (for p G w).
3. The proof. PROOF. We first show that P satisfies (H2). When 2 G w, this is a consequence of Lemma 3. Let us thus suppose that 2 £ w. Take (h, y) in P such that (h, y)2 -1, that is h2 -y~2 G R; we see that y~l G R since both y~2 G R and yn G R for some odd n G u. It follows that (hy)2 = 1 holds in G but since G has no element of order 2, then hy = 1, that is (h,y) = 1. Baumslag's proof rests upon a sequence of six lemmas (from Lemma 28.1 to Lemma 28.6) all of which, except Lemma 28.1, are also true in our situation and with the same proofs. The only part of Lemma 28.1 which remains true will be stated as our Lemma 5. It is the only inclusion needed to prove the subsequent lemmas and Baumslag's proof of it remains valid here. The converse inclusion which was obvious in his situation is no longer true in our case (see however Lemma 8).
We must insist on the fact that our P, and hence our F, have different meanings from those in [2] but they play exactly the same roles and all the proofs in [2] mentioned above can be easily read taking note of these differences. We shall now state three of the above-mentioned lemmas which will also be needed in the proof of Proposition 2.
LEMMA 5. For every a G P (a ^ 1), C(a, F) < P.
LEMMA 6. Let a G G and suppose a is not conjugate to an element of Z. Then C(a,F) =C(a,G).
LEMMA 7. Suppose that a G F is conjugate neither to an element of G nor to an element of P. Then C(a, F) is an infinite cyclic group. Moreover, if a is cyclically reduced, every nontrivial x in C(a, F) is also cyclically reduced and is conjugate neither to an element of G nor to an element of P.
We shall need also the following partial converse of Lemma 5. LEMMA 8. If G satisfies (Hi) and if a G P does not have all its pth roots (peu), then P < C(a,F). PROOF. Since g eT which is central in P, we certainly have P < C(g,F). Let us take any a e P not having all its pth roots. There exists n (a product of primes in w) such that an G Z. Similarly, for any x G P, there exists m (a product of primes in w) such that xm G Z. Now xm commutes with o" because condition (Hi), that also applies to a™ (which does not have all its pth roots), implies that C(an, G) = C(g, G) = Z. Since both a and x belong to the ¿"-group P, then they must also commute because m and n are products of primes in u. We thus have
P<C(a,F). D
Before the proof of the next key proposition, it is necessary to recall some basic facts and terminology concerning a generalised free product with amalgamation F = G *z P (see [5] ).
If we choose once and for all in G a system So of left coset representatives modulo Z containing the unit element, then every element g in G can be written uniquely in the form g -sz (s G Sq, z e Z). Similarly a system Sp in P gives a unique representation of every element in P as p = sz (s G Sp, z G Z).
After having chosen the systems So and Sp, we say that an element w in F is a normal word if w = S1S2 ■ • • snz, where:
(i) Every component s¡ (i < n) is a representative / 1 belonging to one of the S g or Sp.
(ii) Successive components s¿ and Si+i do not belong to the same system Sq or Sp.
(iii) The last component z belongs to the common subgroup Z. We call n the length of the normal word; it is denoted X(w). It is known that every element / in F is represented by one and only one normal word called the normal form of /. We say that / G F is cyclically reduced if none of its conjugates in F has smaller length than / itself. If w is the normal form of / and if X(w) > 2, then / is cyclically reduced if and only if si and sn belong to different components, that is in our case if and only if n is even.
We are now ready to state and prove the following PROPOSITION 2. If G is a U^-group satisfying (Hi) and (H2), then F also satisfies (Hi).
PROOF. We must show that if p G u and if a G F does not have a pth root in F for some p G u then h G C(a,F) (h ^ 1) and x~lhx G C(a,F) imply x G C(a,F).
We can assume that a is cyclically reduced since otherwise f~laf = b is cyclically reduced for some / G F and then f~lhf G G(6,¿) and (/-1a:
Furthermore, any element of finite order in F must be conjugate to an element of either G or P by [2, Theorem 16.4], and since both G and P are ¿"-groups, then such an element must have all its pth roots (peu); it thus follows that a is of infinite order. Now the proof splits in several cases.
Suppose firstly that a G P. Since a does not have all its pth roots, it follows from Lemmas 5 and 8 that C(a,F) = P. Let us write x = C1C2 • ■ ■ cn where no two successive factors c¿,c¿+i are elements of the same group G or P. We thus have x~lhx -c~l ■ ■ ■C2lc^1hc1c2 ■ • cn and if h G P -Z, then x~lhx can only belong to P if cx belongs to P; if n = 1, this means that x G P = C(a,F); if n > 1, then we must have c1"1/ici G Z and c21(c'[1hci)c2 G Z which contradicts (Hi) since c2 belongs to G -Z. If now he Z and Ci G G, then x~lhx G P implies c~[ hci e Z but then, by (Hi), ci G Z which, by our assumption on the c¿'s is only possible if n = 1 and then x = ci G Z < C(a,F). If h G Z and ci G P, then if n > 1, we cannot have x~lhx G P since then we should have c^1hci G Z and c2 (c¡~ hci)c2 G Z but this contradicts (Hi) for c2 G G -Z. We thus have again x = ci eP = C(a,F).
Suppose secondly that a e G -Z. Since a is not conjugate to an element in Z, then C(a,F) = G(a,G) by Lemma 6. Moreover, by (Hi), G(a,G) and Z cannot have in common a nontrivial element y (otherwise one would have both y and a~xya in Z, so that a e Z, & contradiction).
We can thus suppose that both h and x~lhx are in G -Z but this can only occur if ci G G. This is not possible if n > 1 since we would then have c1"1/ici G Z but since h G C(a,G) we would then have, by (Hi), c^aci G Z, which contradicts the hypotheses that a is cyclically reduced. We must have n = 1 and x = ci G G but, by (Hi), x then belongs to C(a, G).
Suppose finally X(a) > 2. Then, by Lemma 7, both h and x 1hx are also cyclically reduced of length > 2 and C(h,F) = C(x~lhx,F) = C(a,F) » Z.
Suppose that c is a generator of C(a,F).
Then h = cM, x~lhx = cv for some p,u G Z; it follows that (x~1cx)p = x~1c>ix = ch', hence x~lcx commutes with cv and thus x~lcx can be written as cp; we then have cPß = cv so p divides v. Similarly, by letting x~l operate on cv by conjugation, one sees that u divides p. It does follow that x~lhx = h or h~l. \îx~lhx -h, then x e C(h,F) = C(a,F) and it is what we wanted to prove. On the other hand, x~lhx = h~x is impossible for then one would have x~2hx2 = h, hence x2 G C(h,F) but x £ C(h,F). If x2 were a nontrivial element of C(h,F), we should have C(x2,F) = C(x,F) as before by Lemma 7. It follows that x2 must be trivial but this is also impossible by Lemma 4. We thus have achieved the proof of the proposition. D PROPOSITION 3. Let G be a U^-group satisfying (Hi) and (B.2) and let g be any element of G. Then G can be embedded in a U^-group G in which g has all its pth roots (p G u>); moreover, we can choose G so that it satisfies (Hi) and (H.2).
PROOF. If g has all its pth roots in G, we take G -G. Otherwise, we use the construction described above and the result follows directly from Lemma 4, Proposition 1 and Proposition 2. D THEOREM 1. Let G be a Uu-group satisfying (Hi) and (H2). Then G can be embedded in a D^-group. PROOF. One uses the classical ascending tower argument as in [2, pp. 268-270]. The idea is to embed firstly G in a ¿"-group G having pth roots for all the elements of G and satisfying (Hi) and (H2)-This can be done by considering a well-order of the elements of G and then using repeatedly Proposition 3 to adjoin the pth roots while preserving (Hi), (H2) and the property of being a ¿"-group. We must also observe that these three properties are also preserved by taking ascending unions.
Secondly, we put Go = G and define, inductively, G,+i = G¿. The union, for i e N, of the ascending sequence of the G¿'s is then clearly a ¿"-group containing G. □ Bibliography
